As your 2016-2018 Ohio Representative/Liaison to NACADA, I will strive to...

**Boldly** increase awareness and appreciation to the profession of academic advising in Ohio

**Unify** the diverse colleges and universities in Ohio and increase NACADA membership

**Strategically** assist the Region V Chair and Steering Committee with budget and programming decisions

**Inspire** advising professionals/administrators in Ohio to become more involved within the profession and take advantage of NACADA’s professional development opportunities and awards

**Network** with leaders of allied NACADA organizations in Ohio (e.g., OHAAA – Ohio Academic Advising Association) and within Great Lakes Region V

**Encourage** feedback and recommendations from Ohio membership

**Strengthen** overall communication efforts in Ohio

**Share** our success stories and achievements as we take our state, Great Lakes Region V, and the National ACademic ADvising Association (NACADA) to the next level

*E-mail me if you would like to learn more about my academic/professional background, involvement, and recent accomplishments. I would love the opportunity to earn your vote for this important leadership position!